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Release Notes                       June 29, 2022 
 

This deployment may include new features, bug fixes, security enhancements, and data migration related 

issues. The below list contains all the items that will go to Production on 6.29.2022.   

 

[Business Enhancement] Add a new Early Warning to alert all Users that Cigna Medicare requires Prior 

Authorization for specific HCPCS codes 

[Business Enhancement] Add the ability to view the last five PAs created for patients in a modal view on the 

New PA page so it is easier to see what has been previously dispensed to the patient 

[Business Enhancement] Add a new set of Competitive Bid zip codes that will trigger the Competitive Bidding 

Early Warning 

[Business Enhancement] Add the ability to add Attachments Restocks 

[Business Enhancement] Update the Payment Method ‘Customer’ section header to ‘Policy Holder’ 

[Business Enhancement] For HiP Users, add the ability to edit the TOS charge before Submitting a Payment 

Request 

[Business Enhancement] For HiP Users, add the ability to edit the INS charge before Submitting a Payment 

Request 

[Business Enhancement] For HiP Users, update the ‘User Another Card’ button to ‘One Time Payment’ 

[Business Enhancement] Add .png to the attachment types allowed in the Attachment modal for Restocks 

[Business Enhancement] Add an autofocused cursor to the Notes field so Users can just begin typing without 

clicking into the field 

[Operational Enhancement] Long Billing Channel names on the PA Product section should stay contained 

within the margins 

[Operational Enhancement] Update the Account show page in SM to bootstrap 4 and add new features 

[Operational Enhancement] Update the account New and Edit pages in SM to bootstrap 4 and add new 

features 

[Operational Enhancement] Add a new space for running various utilities 

[Operational Enhancement] Users with enovis email addresses should not show on the User report in direct 

accounts 

[Future Functionality] Add a new import section for patient diagnosis 

[Future Functionality] Users cannot send continuous replies in a thread in DM 

[Future Functionality] DM from read to unread aren’t updating without a page refresh 

[Bug] Uploading an image and saving the Organization New/Edit page is causing a rails error 

[Bug] Certain edit modals have extra errant dropdowns 
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Release Notes (Continued)         June 29, 2022 

 

 

[Bug] Validation error is missing when saving an empty PA Note 

[Bug] On iPad the Archived pill has expanded to fill the container on the PA+BS+NFU tabs 

[Bug] Adding too many Notes from the PA expanded view on PA+BS tab causes notes to duplicate until page 

reload 

[Bug] Locking rules need to function during the Pending phase of submission 

[Chore] Return default functionality of opening a browser locally when running integration tests 

[Chore] As a system admin, add the ability to see request parameters in the rails log 

[Chore] As a developer, I want to remove account.current_id references from spec/controllers 

[Chore] As a developer, I would like to have a converter that transforms from Sprockets to ES6 

[Chore] Migrate admin.js layout to ES6 compatible file at app/javascript/admin.js 


